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Third Live EC Meeting
18-20th August 2022, Istanbul, Turkey

Moderation: Selma and Lusine
Minutes: Lusine and Edna
Present:  Giorgi, Kateryna, Edna, Ivana, Selma, Pablo, Lusine, Masha, Onur, Elena
Excused: No one
 

1. Personal updates, expectations from the meeting
Committee and Secretariat members shared personal updates and expectations from 
the meeting emphasising evaluating the past mandate and planning the upcoming 
one. The agenda was adopted.

2. Evaluation of latest activities
Committee discussed past activities and follow-ups. One of the points was regarding a 
discussion club called EKOnnect that was formed on the basis of the Balkan Regional 
Meeting; it was decided that CDN will be further involved and support the initiative. 
Another input was given to evaluate the whole spring-summer period of activities; it 
was stressed that having so many activities right after each other leads to 
overreaching capacities of committee and secretariat as well as decreases 
participation from member/partner organisations. Overall, the past activities have 
been assessed as successful based on own viewpoints, inputs from participation and 
follow-ups. 
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3. Upcoming activities 

     3.1. Study visit to North Macedonia and Bulgaria (Gio, Edna)
The committee has decided that the study visit to North Macedonia is not relevant 
anymore as the aim of the visit - to see the ways through which CDN can support 
member organisation - has already been fulfilled. CDN had organised an event in 
Skopje in April and had close and good communication with member organisation 
MODOM. In addition members of MODOM took part in several other events organised by
CDN.

     3.2. Local Actions (Selma, Onur, Pablo, Masha)
Committee listened to the updates regarding the LAs. 

     3.3. Study Session “Green cities for sustainable planet” (Masha, Yevheniia)
Committee has listened to the updates regarding the study session from the present 
prep team members from the Secretariat and EC. 

     3.4.Next Live ECM
EC has decided that the next committee meeting will take place from the 14th to the 
16th of November. The main discussion points will be the upcoming General Assembly, 
deciding on amendments for documents, and resolutions, starting drafting reports and 
plans; as well as arranging events throughout the year 2023.

     3.5.Online activities (Pablo, Onur)
Secretariat updated EC that the page has been launched on the website; the 
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responsible person from EC and Office will arrange the applications.  

     3.6. FEM Project (Masha, Lusine, Maja)
Committee discussed the ongoing FEM project; it was decided that Lusine will join the 
team replacing Selma.

     3.7. Treasurer Visit
Treasurer visit will take place after the committee meeting from 17th of November to 
18th in Belgrade, CDN office. 

     3.8.General Assembly 
The call for host organisations will be published before the EC meeting in November. 
Beforehand, EC will work on amendments and resolutions to present and discuss during
the meeting.

     3.9. MO visits 
It was decided that based on the capacities of EC members, they would be able to 
travel on responsible MO to take part in Local Action.

4. Activities 2023

Committee has decided that the topic of the 2023 study session in collaboration with 
FYEG will be peace & security and plan for 60 participants. Since this is a collaboration 
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project, it should be agreed upon and confirmed with the sister organisation. 

Masha has presented the idea to translate CDN publications to the local languages of 
our MO/POs. The EC has expressed positive feelings regarding the idea. 
Onur presents the idea of an event about mental health. It is decided that a separate 
event cannot be planned for 2023 however the topic could be incorporated into other 
events such as the one on peace & security. 
Committee also discussed the process of selecting a new Project Coordinator; the call 
will be published at the beginning of October with a deadline of mid-October. The new 
person should start working in mid-November. 

5. Regional Cooperation and Mos/POs/OO

     5.1. Political news

Committee shares political news from the region with each other; mainly touching 
upon the latest developments in Ukraine, the tense situation at the Armenia-Azerbaijani
border and the peace process. 

     5.2. MO/PO/OO news

Committee has updated each other on the latest developments regarding the MO/POs.
It was decided that the next round of regional calls should be held during Autumn.

6. Working Groups
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Committee updated each other regarding the situation in Working Groups it was 
mentioned that the activity of those is not very high. EC has decided that guidelines for 
the basis of WG functioning should be created to make WG functioning easier and 
smooth. In addition, WGs can be more flexible and time-limited, if there is no activity in 
groups there is no need for it to exist just for its existence. 

7. External Partners

Network coordinator shares updates regarding the communication with different 
partners, as well as new project timelines and reports.

8. Social Media, Digital Communication and Visibility

Committee and secretariat discuss the external communications of CDN. It is decided 
that a joint evaluating post should be published regarding the two international 
activities. Moreover, EC emphasises that there should be a person from EC, if possible, 
responsible for sharing content during the events.

In addition, EC agrees that both the website and visual identity of CDN need to be 
updated and for that team should reach service providers and the update should be 
budgeted for 2023.

9. AoB
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EC and Secretariat discuss the matter of positioning in official communication 
channels. They agree that it is important to clearly distinguish between personal 
opinions and CDN’s positions while expressing one’s own thoughts. 

Katya proposes resolutions regarding the future of Russia and decommunisation and 
rerussification in EE. It is decided that EC is in favour of this and will be drafted to be 
finally discussed at the next committee meeting. 

Katya proposes statements to be published on CDN social networks. 

10. Safe Space Questions

Yevheniia resigns as Safe Space Person due to a lack of emotional capacities and 
Selma takes over the position. It is agreed that the committee will work on amendments
to the Safe Space Policy.

Committee proposes to create a questionnaire for the Secretariat and check their well-
being. 

11. 1 to 1 Feedback Time 

Committee and Secretariat members share one-to-one feedback with each other. 
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12. Evaluation of the Meeting

Committee and Secretariat positively evaluate the meeting.
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